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1– Introduction
Influx Technology has developed an innovative new concept for vehicle data logging, to overcome traditional bandwidth
limitations and enabling you to record ‘all of the data, all of the time’. Influx Replay initially records a limited subset of
parameters, specifically the input signals (and output signals for validation). This recorded subset of parameters can then be
‘Replayed’ to the control module being tested to ‘Recreate’ any (or all) of the data items for the test. Vehicle electronic
control modules calculate tens of thousands of variables that produce Big Data, however, logging all this data was not
possible until now.
■ Record
■ Replay
■ Recreate
■ Review

2—Software
2.1—Influx Replay Installation
STEP 1
To begin installation of the Influx Replay software open the installer by running the set up file.

STEP 2
Click Next to commence the installation of Influx Replay.

STEP 3
If you are happy to accept the terms of the licence agreement, select ‘I accept...’ and click Next.

STEP 4
Enter your Customer Information and click Next.

STEP 5
Select where you wish to install the Replay Configurator and click Next.

You will be notified once the installation is complete.

2.2—Recording Sensor Data for use with Influx Replay
You will need to record all analog sensor input signals (e.g. Pedal Demand, CAM Shaft Position, Crankshaft Position, Engine
Coolant Temperature, Manifold Absolute Pressure, Vehicle Speed, Knock, Lambda (O2), Throttle Position…) as well as any
networks that send data to the ECU on vehicle networks (e.g. CAN Bus). You can simply use Log All for the CAN bus(es) you
need to record. This can be done with a Rebel CT or LT data logger. It will create an IVD file that contains all the input
information.
To configure your Influx CT or LT Logger you will need to use DiaLog or DiaLog configurator. For further information on the
use of these products go to:
http://www.influxtechnology.com/downloads/

2.3—Using Influx Replay Configurator to set up the Replay file
You will use an Influx Rebel CT or LT logger to play the input data back to the control for which you wish to recreate
calculated data. You will use Influx K-Box Volt and Pulse units to create the Analog and Digital signals respectively, that the
control unit will read and the network data required will be played back directly from the Logger. A second Rebel CT or LT
logger can be used to record the parameters in the calculated data region of the control unit that you want to investigate.
You will use Influx Replay Configurator to create the IVR file that will be loaded into the Logger to do that job.

STEP 1
Launch the Influx Replay Configurator from the Start Menu.

STEP 2
Click the Load IVD file button on the toolbar of the configurator.

STEP 3
Select the IVD that contains the recorded input signals and click Open.

STEP 4
You will see the recorded input signals loaded.

STEP 5
Click the Add DBC file button.

STEP 6
Select the DBC file(s) that correspond to the Hardware you are going to use to generate the input signals to the control unit
you wish to recreate data items in. In this example, we have used both a K-Box Pulse and a K-Box Volt Unit. Then click Open.

STEP 7
You will see that the signals (analog and digital) that you are able to configure appear ready for configuration.

STEP 8
If necessary, move signals to the bus of the Rebel CL or LT Logger that you wish use to connect the K-Box Volt/Pulse units.
You can do this by dragging the signal to the bus that you wish to use, as shown below.

STEP 9
Drag the recorded input signals to the channels of the K-Box Volt/Pulse that you wish to assign them to, as shown below.

STEP 10
Enter the formula that you need to generate an analog or digital signal which exactly corresponds to the signal that the
vehicle’s actual sensors produce.

STEP 11
Repeat Steps 9 and 10 until you have recreated all the vehicle’s analog and digital input signals.

STEP 12
Click the Load Button for the CAN trace exclusion list.

STEP 13
Select the DBC file for your vehicle and click Open.

STEP 14
You will generally have logged all the signals on your vehicle’s CAN bus, however you do not wish to replay the messages
sent by your control unit (in this case PCM) as the control unit will recreate this data and broadcast it. Also, you will not want
to send any CAN messages the logger sent in order to set up communication (in this case TESTER), you should select these to
be excluded so that they will not be sent.

Alternatively if you do not have the DBC file for the vehicle you can enter the CAN Idents of these messages manually:

STEP 15
You can choose how many times the logger should cycle through the data by setting the number of repeat cycles or choosing
repeat indefinitely. You can also assign which CAN bus the CAN trace (less exclusions) should be replayed on.

STEP 16
Click Export IVR.

STEP 17
Choose where you wish to save the IVR (this is the logger stimulation file).

2.4—Using the Replay file to stimulate a control unit
STEP 1
Copy the *.ivr file to a blank SD Card that has been formatted by the logger or Influx tools.

STEP 2
Insert the SD Card into a Rebel CT or LT Logger that is running Replay capable firmware.

STEP 3
Connect the K-Box Volt/Pulse units to the CAN Bus(es) of the Logger as configured in the Influx Replay Configurator.

STEP 4
Connect the K-Box Volt/Pulse outputs to the input pins of the control unit as configured in the Influx Replay Configurator.

STEP 5
Connect the Rebel CT or LT’s CAN bus to the control unit CAN bus as configured in the Influx Replay Configurator.

STEP 6
Power on the Control Unit and the Logger and K-Box Volt/Pulse Units. Replay of the vehicle’s signals will commence.
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